
CHECKLIST OF THINGS TO DO UPON DEATH 
 

 
When someone dies, the list of things that must be done can seem endless, depending upon the 
circumstances of the deceased’s life, so it may be desirable so enlist the help of several 
individuals. Use the checklist below to designate who will be responsible for accomplishing which 
task by placing that person’s initials on the appropriate line and then indicate when a task has 
been completed by putting a check mark on the other line provided: 
 
To Be       Task to Be Completed   
Done By      Done                                                        
 
_____ _____ If the deceased is a single parent, immediately locate minor children
  and all important information about their care and give children to new
  guardian. 
 
_____ _____ Locate pet(s) and care information and give pets to responsible person  
  to care for them until new owner is determined. 
 
_____ _____ Contact minor children’s school, daycare, extracurricular programs and 
  other appropriate parties about the death of their parent. 
 
_____ _____ If deceased was a single parent and surviving parent was involved in 
  child’s day to day life or care, doctors, teachers, extracurricular 
  programs and others should be notified of new custodial or other 
  guardian of children and their contact info. 
 
_____ _____ Determine if deceased has prepaid funeral/burial arrangements and, if 
  so, find the paperwork and contact the appropriate provider. 
 
_____ _____ Get 10 to 12 certified death certificates, you’ll need them for numerous 
  Tasks. 
 
_____ _____ Contact all three credit reporting companies about the death to protect 
  Estate. 
 
_____ _____ DO NOT announce death on social media until you’ve completed 
  previous task. 
 
_____ _____ Change locks on deceased’s residence. 
 
_____ _____ Locate written instructions for funeral/burial and related matters and 
  undertake instructions. 
 
_____ _____ Find Social Security number and Medicare account information and 
  contact the Social Security Administration about the death. 
 
_____ _____ Locate list of people and organizations to be notified of deceased’s 
  death and notify them of the death. 
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_____ _____ Designate two people to stay at deceased’s residence during any 
  viewing, funeral burial or other events to prevent break in. 
 
_____ _____ Determine location of safety deposit box and key and arrange to 
  secure the contents. 
 
_____ _____ Locate the will, trust or other related documents and take to the 
  appropriate government office in your areas to be accepted for probate 
  if required. 
 
_____ _____ Locate ALL insurance policies and apply for any burial, life or other 
  benefits and notify all other insurance companies of the death so 
  policies can be cancelled and unused premiums can be returned to the
  estate. 
 
_____ _____ Inventory of non-monetary assets for final tax return and so they can
  be distributed in accordance with the terms of the will. 
 
_____ _____ Make a list of all bank, credit union and similar accounts including 
  account numbers and contact information. 
 
_____ _____ Make a list of all debts and outstanding bills of the deceased, pay them 
  from the estate and be sure and get written verification of the final 
  payments. 
 
_____ _____ Cancel all credit card and other credit accounts as soon as possible to 
  protect the estate from possible fraud. 
 
_____ _____ Get a list of: cable or satellite TV accounts; telephone accounts; gym 
  and similar memberships; housekeeping or maid services; DSL 
  provider; and all other services no longer needed and contact to stop
  the services and close the accounts. 
 
_____ _____ If deceased leases their residence, locate the lease and contact 
  landlord to inform them about the death and to establish a vacancy 
  Date. 
 
_____ _____ Locate a list of all vehicles owned (cars, boats, motorcycles, etc.) and 
  all information regarding any outstanding loans or locate the titles if 
  there is no corresponding loan, pay all outstanding loans and transfer 
  the titles, when legally appropriate, to those specified in the will. 
 
_____ _____ Locate all retirement, savings, investment and similar accounts as well 
  as annuities, CD’s etc. and disperse proceeds after all debts have 
  been paid when legally appropriate. 
 
_____ _____ When legally appropriate, distribute all individually bequeathed items.  
  Written instructions for such bequests are frequently made separately
  from the will. 
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_____ _____ List of any unpaid loans made to others, non-liquid investments like 
  partnerships, all real estate owned, list of all outstanding loans in 
  connection with any partnerships, real estate, and other investments.  
  When legally appropriate, pay off all outstanding loans, sell any of the 
  assets if needed to pay loans and disperse assets cash proceeds from 
  the sale of assets as directed in the will. 
 
_____ _____ Get copies of all bank, investment, and similar statements for that 
  calendar year and provide to the deceased’s accountant to prepare 
  final tax return after all debts have been paid and all assets have been
  dispersed. 
 
_____ _____ Locate any lists of the deceased’s that indicates any valuable items or 
  collections like artwork, books, coin, coins, stamps, silver, antiques, 
  etc. and where they are located if the deceased lived alone, remove 
  these items from the residence and relocate in a secure location to 
  protect from burglary as well from items mysteriously “disappearing” as 
  numerous people come and go from the house. 
 
_____ _____ If deceased owns his/her own business or is a partner in a business,
  you must undertake the same steps as set forth on this checklist for 
  business related matters.  Prior to finalizing the personal estate, first
  the business matters must be completed and all financial matters 
  associated with the business will be incorporated with the final, 
  personal state and federal returns of the deceased. 
 
_____ _____ Have accountant prepare required reports to determine state and 
  federal estate taxes due and pay from the estate. 
 
_____ _____ Have accountant prepare final state and federal tax returns to be 
  signed by the executor and make any necessary payments or disperse
  any refunds. 
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